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The Ascended Masters, Guides and Angel Realm have brought forward a way for healing
energy masters to bring self-healing, re-attunement; and boosting of any system of
healing. This system they have chosen to name: Universal Healing Light. It is a simple
empowerment that when intended after the energy is accepted, will help any healing
system master to re-generate quickly, easily and provide a power boost to their ability to
send energy and give attunements; no matter what system is used.
This simple system incorporates no symbols, no complicated energy patterns. Once
connected to the energy, through the system of intent from an individual, who is
attuned/empowered with the UHLE energy, one can pass this energy by intent and
simple process of attunement. It can be passed remotely (distant) or even by direct intent
energy sending. Very powerful energy sending can also take place to people, animals,
places, groups, earth-healing/Universe healing, ect… The uses are endless, and the results
are wonderful!
The energy does the rest. It knows exactly where to go, and who is to be
attuned/empowered. Once attuned/empowered; a permanent connection is made and the
energy is to be shared with anyone who is at master/teacher level of a holistic energy
system, such as Reiki, Imara, Shamballa Multi-Directional Healing System, or many more.
It is a free energy, to be given as non-monetary energy exchange only. There is no lineage.
It is direct—from Spirit and you become a direct channel of Light energy, as each person
who receives then becomes a direct channel. There is no dilution of energy or hierarchy.
How to use the Universal Healing Light Empowerment
Once receiving the empowerment, the student may immediately use the UHLE to start
boosting any attunement they have on their list. They can also send energy, use it with
different systems of healing, and earth healing. To active the energy, ‘write’ with your
index finger into the palm of your sending hand (which is the hand whose thumb is on top
of fingers-over knuckles folded hands, and is on top of the receiving hand’s thumb.) their
name for attunement boosts/self-healing activation, or the name(s) of those individuals
who they are sending energy to; groups; places, animals/earth-healing, etc.…
To activate sending an attunement, first intent the energy to send, ‘write’ the name of the
individual and the location with index finger on the sending hand, place hands together in
prayer position for 10 seconds; open hands and speak three times (3X)
‘I now intent and send the Universal Healing Light Empowerment to………at…….., with
perfect Love and Light for the Highest Good and gratitude. So it is.’

Open the hands, facing outward; and allow the energy to flow out to the receiver. You
determine the time sending. Allow your heart to be open to what you feel is correct for
you.
To directly attune a student, ‘write’ the name of the student in your sending hand, place
your hands in prayer position and allow 10 seconds to pass. The energy activates gently—
energizing both hands for attunement/empowerment.
Place your right hand between heart chakra and solar plexus; and the left hand on the
back of the head. Take a moment to take a cleansing breath, and then speak three times
(3X)
I now intent and empower …………with the Universal Healing Light Empowerment, for
your
Highest Good and gratitude. So it is. ‘
Let then hands stay in this position for at least 30 seconds to allow the energy to flow, then
release the hand positions and step back. Allow the student a moment to center and
ground.
The attunement/empowerment process is extremely simple, and takes only 30 seconds to
send directly. Remote attunement sending time is to the teacher’s discrepancy. Many say
the energy work in distant/remote sending to be extremely healing, and they spend more
time in the sending process.
Either way, the sharing of this energy is a very healing event; and very balancing.
Do remember that this is a free energy. Add this as a gift to your healing practice and be
blessed with prosperity and abundance in everything you do.

